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distorting the empiricâl "real" world beyond recogniiion, then per-

haps we can help persons to discriminate between fiction and men-

dacity. I seem to believe that a care for language is tantamount to a

care for each other and for our world. I thínk þoems are exemþIary

eþisodes in this specífíc form of care. This has to do with a removal

from, a refusal of, the strategic, instrumental, transactional use of
language ihat has invaded our understanding ofthe relation behveen

speaking and doing and blurred the disiinction between reality and

truth.
I like the possibilities that inhere in more than oneness. I like the

idea that art makes us understand that there is another person, and

another, and another, and that they are not the same as me. This

unlikeness is perhaps the most important thing we can come to

know, and ari-forms-poems, for example-are the way humans

have devised to introduce each other to each other without fear and,

often, with pleasure and joy. That is one"meâns to a continuous ren-

ovation of the social world.
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PHILIP METRES

THE POEM'S FUT URE

Perhaps it's true, as Seamus Heaney wrote, that "no lyric has ever

stopped a tank" (ro7). But, as my friend Dave Lucas once said, we

don't know the futures that our poems create. Part of the problem is

that the change is not always visible. We rarely know if a poem that

someone read led them to oppose awaÍ, protect a victim of sexual

violence, or protest against a pipeline cutting through native land'

The arts are part of the technologies of consciousness-change-ofien

solitary occasionally communal, but iheir work is mostly unseen- In

this way, poetry and the arts resemble grassroots activism. As Rebecca

Solnit notes in her essay "The Angel of Alternate History,"

most environmental victories look like nothing happened; the iand wasn't

annexed by the army, the mine didn't open, the road didn't cut through, the

factory didn't spew effluents that didn't give asthma to the children who didn'i

wheeze and panic and siay indoors on beautiful days. They are triumphs

invisible except by storytelling. (7r)

We need writers to mark those moments, and those places, to tell us

the history that has yet io be told. As Subcommandante Marcos has

suggested, "W. I.tdirt peoples have resorted to the art of
reading what has not yet been written" (qtd. in Solnit ç).

In "At the Un-National Monumeni Along the Canadian Border,"

William Stafford poses a parallel scenario to Solnit's invisible victo-

ries:

This is the field where the battle did not happen,

where the unknown soldier did not die.

This is the field where grass joined hands,

where no monument stands,

and the only heroic thing is the sky.
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Birds fly here without any sound,

unfolding their wings across the open.

No people killed-or rvere killed-on this ground

hallowed by neglect and an air so tame

that people celebrate it by forgetting its name. (56)

Stafford's poem bears the siing of poignancy; he knows, all too often,

that the peace that has been won is so much more easily forgotten

than the war and its blood sacrifice. Yet, the poem becomes its own

monument to this place where no stone markers need to commem-

orate those killed by war. The ripple effect of a good poem is the

opposite of a bomb's concussion wave; it buoys us in its bracing

music, whatever hurf it bears, holding us momentarily aloft, helping

us to stand our ground, providing us a spark to make our way in the

general dark.
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MALGORZATA MYK

(M1S)CROSSTNc THREADS

"We would line up on the playground and
try to touch the sky, alone together."

- Ann Hamilton, "Artist's Statement"

I am writing this brief reflection in the wake of a particuiarly exhaust-
ing semester of teaching, researching, and writing conducted in the
Department of Arnerican Literature at my home university in Lodz,
Poland, in the winter of zorT.Its title, inspired by artist Ann Hamil-
ton's zorz-zor3 installatíon the event of a thread, conveys a sense of
urgency, anxiety, and crisis that informed the graduate courses I
taught in the period of time defined by, on the one hand, a radically
changing global political aura, ând, on the other hand, Poland's own
hardline sliding into the state of post-democracy. Hamilton's power-
ful installation brings into focus the eventuality of crossings underly-
ing social interactions and occurring across the multiplicity of
interrelated material contexts: bodies crossing in space, writerly and
readerly crossing(s) with the whiie or typed page, crossings between
speakers and listeners, viewers and artworks, teachers and students, as

well as students and their peers. The installation's key motif is the sig-

nificance of material production as observed in the process of fabric-
and cloth-making. the event of a thread, excerpted by Hamilton from
Anni Albers's Encycloþedia Britannlc¿ remarks on weaving, serves as

an apt metaphor for the communal and individual acts of creating
the fabric that makes the cloth of our world's sociaiity. In my brief
account, however, the idea of crossing threads is construed in a more
ambivalent mânner, referring to both encountering and confronting
social situations, in this case teaching events, in which the threads do
not cross felicitously and the fabric cannot hold. An acute sense of
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